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SUMMARY 

A detailed comparison of recording codes. using su~er
position. is used to show that there is linte to choose 
between the popular ones. as regards maximum 
achievable data density. It is shown that relatively few 
general classifiC3tions are necsssary to encompass all the 
codes. and that. within each classifiC3tion. it is often 
possible to say which code is optimum. A guide to the 
selection of an efficient code for some common 
conditions of use is presented. 
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1 Introduction 
The choice of a recording code is of fundamental 
importance in the design of any moving magnetic digital 
storage system. Many papers have recently appeared 
extolling the virtues of yet another new code, and 
proving how superior it is to all other codes. Such papers 
are generally foUowed by another (biased) one proving 
that the new code is not as good as one of the old ones. 
As a result. anyone faced with the choice of a 'best' code 
in any particular situation can be forgiven for thinking it 
to be a more difficult task even than the selection of the 
'best' microprocessor for a given application! 

In an effort to alleviate this situation. a detailed. 
unbiased comparison of the vast majority of possible 
codes has been undertaken. using a superposition 
program. The superposition technique itself and the 
choice of the 'basic pulse' (isolated reversal response) are 
described in a companion paper. 1 To make any 
comparison between different recording codes valid. it is 
necessary to ensure that the conditions of use are the 
same for each code. To do this strictly would be to ensure 
that all codes were tested on the same mechanical disk 
unit, with fixed amounts of noise present. using exactly 
the saIne writing and reading electronics. and therefore 
with exactly the same mechanical and electrical 
tolerances. "In practice, however, with a comparison 
which involves simulation rather than actual experi
mentation. it is sufficient to ensure that a standard basic 
pulse response is used throughout, with a fixed signal-to
noise ratio and a fixed level of error. pertaining to all 
tolerances and inaccuracies throughout the system. This 
last point is very important, and the errors due to these 
factors can conveniently be compounded into one figure, 
called real time error (RTE). and introduced into the 
analysis as clocking inaccuracies. RTE is thus typically 
composed of many factors. such as crosstalk. incomplete 
erasure effects. print-through, plating noise. component 
tolerances. phase-locked loop errors, and even an 
allowance for margin, if desired. 

The results of this analysis of codes are presented for 
four different values of RTE, to allow a system designer 
to interpolate between the specific figures given to relate 
to the actual RTE anticipated in his own system. The 
first RTE allowance is RTE = 0, resulting in the 
theoretical maximum possible packing factor. PF (data 
density, normalized to PW,o. the half-amplitude basic 
pulse width). The second and third allowances are 
RTE = 8~~ PW,o and RTE = 16% PW,o, being represen
tative of clocking errors occurring in practice. The fourth 
allowance is an attempt to reflect the self-docking ability 
of certain codes. Codes with regular transitions (having. 
therefore, a low value of maximum inter-reversal time. 
lRT) are penalizeli in terms of flux-reversal density, but 
produce a more stable clock waveform. The fourth RTE 
allowance is therefore RTE :c ERT. Obviously the exact 
nature of the proportionality is difficult to define, but 
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based on measurements of an actual disk system, the 
foHowing equation was determined: 

RTE = 16·7.,. t·3 .'<lRT)% PW,o. 

Note that for a ,ode with an fRT of 1-{) x BP (bit period), 
this conveniently yields an RTE of 3~~ PW,o, as in the 
sef:onQ RTE allowance. 

It WQuld be unfair to use the same detection system foC' 
all of the codes. and so: in each ,ase. an optimum 
detection system for the code under consideration is 
determined. Tne nnal answer is then presented as the 
maximum normalized data frequency achievable by the 
code, Le. maximum packing factor. Note t.hat 
PF = PW'OI'BP. but for codes where data frequency does 
not equal reversal frequency, a distinction will be made 
between data bit period (DBP) and reversal bit period 
(REP). 

2 NRZ/NRZl (Non-Renzrn-to-Zero and Non
Re1:Urn-to-Zaro Modified) 

2.1 Coding Rules 

(a) NRZ: Change .::iim:rion of saturation at m.b.t .. (mid
bit time) only if i'resent bit ? previous bit. 

(b) NRZI: Change at m.b.t. only if bit is ~ T. 

As both codes are able to produce the same waveforms, 
and differ ordy in such matters as error propagation, 
parity bit generation and. perhaps, ease of under
standing, the subsequent analysis of packing density 
limit win be confined to just one of the codes. NRZI. 

2.2 Rectify and Clip Detection System 
2.2.1 CJicuit description 
In this detec".lon system, the ~lgnal is first amplified. then 
full-wave rectified, and then clipped to remove baseline 
noise. which would otherwi~ be a problem later on. in 
the squaring process. The noise present at the inpm to 
the linear amplifier will !lave come from several sources 
and a certain amount of this can be filtered out by 
correct choic.e of the frequency response of che line:J.r 
amplifier. but a proble:n arises when the noise has 
components at frequencies lower than the maximu.."!l 
significant frequency in the 'ba"ic pulse'. Attempted 
filtration of these components will result in integration of 
the data waveform. having the elTe::t of increasing the 
PW,o of the basic pulse. Since the slimness of the latter is 
all-important ror ;efficient use oi tbe recording unit. it is 
vital that no attempt is made to niter these components. 
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Experiments on a typical recording unit produced the 
result that, with as much filtering as possible ~mployed. 
concurrent with no integration of the data. the signal-to
noise ratio is typically 20 : 1 at the output of the linear 
amplifier. 

For the determination of the absolute limit of the code 
and detection method, no margins are allowed, and so 
the clip-level is set to the peak noise level. normalized, of 
0·05. Note that this assumes zero baseline shift. 

The next requirement is to detect the peaks in the 
waveform by converting them into zero-crossovers. 
using differentiation. This involves the subtraction of a 
delayed version of the signal from itseff. and it has been 
shown l.l that an optimum value of delay is 
-0·3 x PW,o' 

The signal is next squared. using a comparator. to 
deIec! the zero-crossovers i z..x.O.S). 

2.2.1 Paciing densrty limit 
Tne packing density achievable using this detection 
system may be limited by timing considerations. 
amplitude considerations. or a mixture of the two. 
Considering first the timing; the worst-case ;;attern for 
peak-shift is ('Wo l·s. and this shift is shown in Fig. 1 as a 

O~~~~~~--~~2~~~-3~~~----· 

~tcJl.l"9 ·~'ac:t:u· 

Fig. 1. Worst-c..se pelk·shii! for ~RZI. 

function of frequency. It can be seen that the theore:;ical 
ide:ll fre'4uency limit for NRZI with zero RTE is 2·33. 
where the peak-shift equals 50~~, the re:la resolution for 
this code. Further. by plotting another graph, of worst
case peak-shift (as above) "'"8°~ PWzo RTE. it is seen 
that the frequency limit for NRZI witt'" a system RTE oj 
3~~ PW,o is 1·92. A similar calculation shows the timing 
limit for RTE = 16~~PW~o to be at PF = 1-62. Con
sid:ring now the amplitude limit. this is where a 
peak in the read signal does not exce:d the clip-level. The 
worst-case ampiitude p~t!ern at any packing density is 
three t ·s. and is planed tn Fig. 2. It falls to the dip-level 
ot' 0·05 at PF = t ,88. 
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Packing tactor 

r'1. 2. Minimum read-back signal for NRZI. 

2.2.3 Summary 
The limiting frequency for each RTE allowance can now 
be summarized: 

RTE=O: 

RTE= 
16°1" PW,o: 
RTE x: fRT: 

Although the timing limit for this case is 
2-33, an amplitude limit occurs first at 
1·88. 
Again, although the timing does not limit 
performance untii 1·92. breakdown occurs 
at 1·88, because of amplitude. 
Timing causes the breakdown in this case, 
at 1·62. 
Since fRT = -:0, and RTE = (6·7 + 
1·3 x IRT)~~ PW,o, then operation is 
impossible under these conditions, and the 
limiting frequency is zero. 

2.3 Differentiate and Square Detection System 
2.3.1 Circuit description 
An alternative version of the previous detection method 
is to eliminate the clipping (and, therefore, the need to 
rectify), and to differentiate the ampiified read-signal 
directly. Because of the large amount of noise present 
after differentiation, the squaring must then be biased 
considerably. This may be achieved by hysteresis round 
a comparator, so that the reference level is alternately 
+0'1 and -0'1 (Le. the noise amplitUde, allowing for 
doubling of the noise in the differentiator). 

2.3.2 Paci<ing density limit 
The main disadvantage of this method is that. in the 
worst-case derivative waveform, there is an appreciable 
time delay between a zero cross-over and the 0'1 or -0,1 
level. resulting in a timing error. Neglecting this for the 
moment, the amplitude limit will be where the derivative 
does not exceed the bias level of ± 0·1. This worst-case 
derivative amplitude is plotted against frequency in 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Minimum signal after differentiation for NRZI. 

The portion before the 'break-point' at 1·87 is due to 
the trailing edge of any pattern of consecutive 1'5, whilst 
that after is due to the centre portion of a four l's 
pattern. This latter breakdown features in many codes 
and so is shown in Fig. -+ in detail, at the amplitude limit 
for this method of 2'14. The low slope of the read-back 
waveform between the two inner 1 's produces a very 
small peak in the derivative. 

::lata- __ _ C: 1; 1; ~: i: : __ _ 
I r:-1~~ 

I 
I 

Fig. 4. Amplitude limit due co 'four·l·" pattern. 

RTE = 0: On top of the normal timing loss due to 
worst-case peak-shift, a further timing loss 
is introduced by the biased squaring. At 
the amplitude limit of 2'14. this latter loss 
is ± 17°~ BP, whilst the peak-shift on two 
1's is ±43·5~~ BP, The total is therefore 
much greater than the permissible 50Q ; 

BP. The timing limit is found to be at 
PF = 2·00, where worst-case peak-shift is 
37'5°~ BP. and the biased-squaring loss is 
12'5°~ BP. a total of 50o~ BP. So. for 
RTE = 0, the limit is 2·00. 

RTE = At PF = 1·85. worst-case peak-shift 
8°,~ PWso: = 31'5~~ BP. RTE = 14'8~~ BP. and 

squaring loss = 3·7~~ BP. a total of 50o~ 
BP. Thus the limit is 1·85. 
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Normal Q4Itl'l I.U tl'l""'U91'1 MQis. <:)n 
sad~.s of ~ • .,.il,(.;tiY., :aut in<:ieates 
o_akS in :l1".u .cI!1.,IC"':at.ty 

~ 

V_ry tilt ...... • ~:a,." ~c"t'"n~ 1'119" 
:_ak ""itt eut :'to' "Qise' .l'*1"'Or1 

Fig. S. Gated crossover detection method. 

RTE = A similar calculation shows the limit to be RTE = The timing limit for this case is where 
(worst-case peak shift+jitter) = 50~~ BP. 
i.e. at 1·92. As the amplitude limit occurs 
at a higher frequency, 1·92 is the limit in 
this case< 

16% PW,o: 1·60. 8% PW,o: 
RTE:::: IRT: As in the previous detection method. the 

limit here is zero. 

2.3.3 Summary 
The four pac\Qng factor limits for NRZI with this 
detection system are: 

RTE=O: 
RTE = 8~~ PWjo : 
RTE::II 16% PW,o: 
RTE:::: IRT: 

PF = 2-OJ} PF =: 1·85 All due to 
PF = HO timing 
Pi=' == t}{) 

2.4 Gated Closs~ovef Detec:ion System 
2.4.1 Circuit descipticm 
The main disadvantage of the previous method is the 
timing loss introduc:d by the biased squaring. In the 
gated cross-over method. the zero cross-()vers are used to 
indicate the peak positions in the read wavetorm. so that 
there is no timing loss. and the 1}l cross-()vers' are used 
to discriminate against noise on the baseline. 

The method was first proposed by Dunstan and 
Whitehou.seJ ·4. and a similar system also appears to have 
been used by Tamura e! aI.' As shown in Fig. 5 two 
paths are formed after differentiation, one 'very filtered' 
path which contains high peak-shift. but no errors due to 
noise. and one unfiltered path which lets bas:!ine noise 
through but indicates peaks in the readback waveform 
accurately. The two are then combined to give a noise
free, lCCurate. digital OUtput. 

2.4.2 Packing density limit 
RTE = 0: The timing limit for this case is where the 

worst~ peak shift == 5~~ BP. i.e. at 
PF == 2·33. However, an amplitude limit 
occurs where a signal peak after differen
tiation = 0-1. at PF == H4. The limit is 
therefore at 2'14. 
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RYE = The limit is 1·62 due to timing. 
16~~ PW,o: 
RTE :.c I RT: As aeton:, opemtion is not possible in this 

case. 

2.4.3 Sl.Jmmaty 
The four limits for this detection system are: 

RYE = 0: 
RTE = 8~~ PWso : 
RYE = 16~~ PW,o: 
RTE:::: IRY: 

Pi=' = 2'14 due to amplitude 

PF = 1-92} 
Pi=' = 1·62 due to timing 
PF=O 

2.5 Pattern-adaptive Writing 
2.5.1 8asic technique 
This tec.!.lOique involves the modification of the timing of 
the write~urrent for certain specific data patterns. It can 
be used to trade~ff amplitude against timing, or vice 
versa. depending on which is causing the most problems. 
As an example, in NRZl it has been shown that the peak
shift produced by a 'tw~l's' pattern can become 
intolerable at high frequencies. Thus. in Fig. 6 it can be 
seen that by writing the two transitions at m.b.t.. as is 
normal, the peaks in the read wave!orm are shifted. say 
5~~ of a bit period away from the correct m.b.t. 
positions. If, however, this two·l's pattern is recognized 
before writing. and the r.vo transitions are written closer 
than they would normally be, the peaks in the read 
waveform are found to be shifted less. relative to m.b.t .. 
than in the normal method. The penalty, as can be seen. 
is a redw::tion in peak amplitUde. Conversely, by writing 
the two transitions further apart than normal. an 
increas.e in amplitude can be obtained. at the expense of 
greater peak.shiit. It should be noted that pattern 
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adaptive write (p.a.w.) techniques can be applied to any 
pattern, not just two-l's. 

The notation used to describe the extent to which 
p.a. w. is being used will be as follows: if a transition is 
written a distance of n% BP away from its normal 
position, and in such a direction as to produce less 
effective peak-shift than it would in the normal position, 
then ;'C% p.a.w. is being used, where x = (50-n) x 2. For 
the case where p.a.w. is being used to produce more 
peak-shift than normal It will be negative. and :c will be 
greater than 100. For example. in the case shown below, 
6Q01a p.a.w. is being used. 

IoI.B.r. IoI.ar. 101. aT. IoI.B.T. 

l=flJ 
O·2.SP~Qo2.s.o 

O-ixSP 

It can be seen. therefore. that for the common case of 
'two-l's', x% cOnveniently represents the separation of 
the two 1'5, in terms of bit-periods. Note that 100% 
p.a.w. is equivalent to no p.a.w. 

2.5.2 Application to NRZI 
Consider the case of 8~~ PW,o RTE with the gated cross
over method. This breaks down at 1·92 because of 
excessive peak-shift in the two-l's pattern. It is necessary 
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to know how much p.a. w. to apply to this pattern to take 
the achievable packing density up to the next limit. at 
2'14. where the amplitude of the derivative of four-l's 
causes breakdown. -

Allowable peale-shift at 2'14 

- 50~~BP-RTE 
- 50% BP-8~~ x 2-14 x BP 
= 32'9% BP 

or, in terms of PW,o, 

allowable peak separation for two-I' s 

= BP+2x(}329xBP 
=- 1~6x BP 
= (1·66- 2-14) x PW,o 
= 0·78 x PW,o. 

The amount of p.a.w. necessary to produce this 
separation is most conveniently determined by the use of 
Fig. 7(a) which is a plot of written-transition separation 
against read-back-peak separation, for the two-l's 
pattern. Note that at low packing densities, i.e. written 
separation greater than approximately 1-8 x PW,o. no 
interaction takes place between the two readback pulses : 

" " 
" " 

" 

Cal / 

" 
" / 

"",,~ 
,," L.ine of Z"f'O ceak-snift 

, I 

0-4 Q'e 0'8 t-o t'2 t·... 1'6 

Wl"itten s"pa,.ation (x PWSO ) 

.. 
'" .. 
~ 
" 0'6 ... 
" " '" " .. 
" .. 

0'4 ... .. .. 
Q. 

:; 
0'2 

a 
1'6 2-0 

Fig. 7. Read.back separation and peak voltage for two isolated dux
reversals. 

there is therefore no peak-shift, and so read-back 
separation = written separation. As the two transitions 
are written progressively closer. however. intersymbol 
interference produces peak-shift. and so read-back 
separation> written separation. In . the limit, as the 
written separation tends to zero, the read-back 
separation tends to a finite limit of 0·81 x PWso. 

To see why this arises, we can consider that by placing 
a second 'isolated' pulse close to the first one. as we are 
doing, the effect is to differentiate the first pulse. As the 
separation decreases, more accurate differentiation is 
achieved. and so at the limit of zero separation, the ideal 
derivative is produced. This will have peaks at the points 
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~f maximum slope on the original pul~. The~ points 
occur at a dist:lnc: of cr40S x PW,o either side of the 
peak. thus agrecing with the asymptote of the graph. 

The graph shows, therefore, that no amount of p.a.w. 
will allow NRZI to work at 2· t 4 with a RTE of g~~ PW,o, 
because a two-l's read-back separation of 0·18 x PW,o 
cannot be achieved. A theoretical timing limit oa:urs at 
2-()4 when ~~ p.a.w. is used, though of course the peak 
amplitude of the read-back waveform is zero as shown in 
Fig. 7(b). which plots peak amplitude against peak 
separation. and operation under such circumstances is 
impossible. 

One further point is that the peak-shift on the end l's 
of threc-l's. four-l '5, five-!'s, or, ind=d, any number of 
'isolated' ones, is nearly as bad as the absolute worst
C3.3C two-l's pattern. This means that if p.a.w. was used 
in a system, the criterion used would probably be: apply 
p.a. w. to any 1 ifit has thr= or more 0'5 on one side of it. 
and one or more l's on the other side. To determine the 
practical limit for p.a.w. using the gated crossover 
detedion system. therefore, involves the simultaneous 
study of both amplitude and timing effects for all 
patterns, at all frequencies. and with all extents of p.a. w. 

2.5.3 Summary 
The result of such an analysis is that.p.a.w. can only 
produce a practical pacXing density increase from 1·92 to 
2-00. for 8% PW,.o RTE. This is an increase of only 4~~. 
For 16°~ PW,o RTE, the improvement is even less. The 
conciusion is, therefore. that p.a.w. is not worthwhile as 
a means of increasing packing density for NRZI. 

2.6 Summary of NRZ/NRZl Systems 

Differentiate: GOlUd 
Rec:tify inC ancisquare Q'Oss-over 

RTE· c:lip limit limit limit 

0 1'88 200 H4 
~~ PW,O 1·88 1·85 1·92 
16~~ PW,o 1-62 l~ 1·62 

3 Enhanc8d NRZI 
It should be noted that enhan~ment can also be applied 
~ ~RZ, but, as before, NRZI only Wl11 be discussed. 

3.1 CQding.Rules 
Type A. Code as in NRZI. but after every n bits inciude 

one compulsory '1'. 
T)1:le B. Code as in NRZI. but after every n bits include 

one odd-parity bit. t 

t It QI1 be e:ssily shown that. for ~RZ. :1 further stipulation is thllt II 

must be odd. to ensure l1 nnile ! P.T. 

3.2 Desc:iption 
In this code, it is convenient to make a distinction 
between r~orded-bit-frequency. or tlu.'t-reversal 
frequency, and average data frequency, sin~ for every 
n + 1 bits recorded. only n of them are data bits. Taus, we 
have data frequency - ndn + 1) x reversal frequency, 
and since data bit period DBP = PW,o/data frequency. 
and reversal bit period REP = PW,o/reversal frequency, 
then DBP - REP x (n + 1 )In. 

The purpose of this code is to utilize the good qualities 
of NRZl. i.e. ± 5~~ read resolution. absence of 'double 
frequency' components, and ease of coding/decoding. 
whilst removing its main disadvantage. its inability to 
provide seif-clccking. With enhanced NRZI (ENRZI). 
by appropriate choice of n. any required degree of self
clocking c:lJl be obtained. using the following formulae: 

for type A: 
[RT- (n+l)x REP = If x DBP 

for type B: 
[RT = 1.211+ 1) x RBP = [(2n..:-l)n/{n+ 11] x DBP. 

For aU values of n. but n = 1. both types of ENRZI 
exhibit effectiveiy the same worst-case patterns as NRZI. 
and will break down. therefore, at the same reversal 
frequency as NRZI, and, more importantly. at the same 
reversal 3.ild data frequency as e:lCh other. Thus. given 
a.'1Y value of If other than 1, both types of ENRZI will 
break down at the same data frequency, whilst type A 
will exhibit an [RT typically half that of type S, and w1l1 
therefore be better at self-docking. Detailed analysis of 
worst-case patterns shows that for n = 1. type A is also 
superior in tenus of achievable data frequency, as well as 
in tenus of seif-clocking ability. 

It can be seen that although type B assists error 
detection by virtue of the fact that the compulsory bit is a 
parity bit. it is never better than type A as regards 
achievable packing density, and is always worse at 
providing self-clocking. For this reason. type A is 
cons~dered superior to type B, and t.he former alone will 
now be analysed in detail. 

3.3 Packing Density l.imit 
3.3.1 n ~ 2 
For 11 ~ 2, ENRZI exhibits effectively the same worst
case patterns as NRZl. and. therefore. if the gated 
crossover detection method is used. the packing density 
limits can be easily calculated by applying the dilution 
factor to the corresponding NRZI limit. 

(a) RTE = O. For NRZI the limit here is 2'14. Thus 
for ENRZl the limits are: 

/I a.nd 
lIT 

t x OSP) ~ ~ to 

1"'3 I~I 1-71 1·18 l·83 i·87 l-90 1·~2 1~4 

.< 
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(b) RTE = 8~~ PW,o. For NRZl the limit here is 1·92. modulation code (FM), the usual definition of which is: 
and so for ENRZI the limits are: always change at m.b.t .• but if the bit is a '1', change at 

e.b.t. also, e.g.: 

" and 
I~T 

I:cDSP\ Z " 6 g 9 10 .. Xl 

P'1 
1-92: 

1·28 1044 1'54 1-60 I~ l.u I'll 1·1j 1·15 1~2 
.. ",I 

(c) RTE = 16% PW,o' For NRZl. the limit here is 
1·62. and so for ENRZl the limits are: 

/I and 
I~T 

(xDBP) : " 6 1 9 10 :c Xl 

P'1 1-<)8 1·22 1'30 1'35 1·39 
1'62: 

\42 \-44 \·46 1-41 1-62 
:c"'! 

(d) RTE:x: IRT. For this case. it is not possible to 
work straight from the NRZI figure, as there is no exact 
parallel between the two codes. For each value of n. 
therefore. the procedure for determining the data 
frequency limit is as rouows: 

'e.g. for n = 3: 

therefore 

RTE = (6·7 + 1·3 x IRT/DBP)% PW,o 

= (6·7 +H)~~ PWso 

RTE = lO'6~~ PWso' 

The timing limit o~urs where (RTE + worst-case peak
shift) = 5~~ RBP. From the graph of worst-case NRZI 
peak-shift. this o~urs at 1·81. where (peak-shift 
+RTE) = 30·8~~ RBP+ 19'2~~ REP = 50% RBP. 

As this occurs before the amplitude limit at 2-14, the 
reversal-frequency limit is 1·81. 

Therefore data frequency limit 

== n/(n + 1) x reversal frequency limit 
== (i) x 1-81. 

Hence for n = 3, data frequency limit = 1·36. 
By a similar process, the corresponding limits for other 

values of n can be found. resulting in: 

" and 
I~T 

(xDBP) 2 6 1 9 10 20 34 ::0 

PF \·23 1-36 \'42 1·<.\4 1044 \-47 1·4() 1·4() \·37 1-16 0 0 

RTE 
I~~W,.) 

9'3 10-6 1\·9 lH !4-S 1508 11-1 18·4 1907 32-7 5(}! :c 

It is interesting to note that. for this RTE case, 
maximum packing density is achieved by using n = i. 
which is the version most often used in practice. 

3.3.2 n = 1 
ENRZI with n = 1 produces the well-known frequency 

AprillS80 

, 0 0 0 , 

I I 'I I I I rl An m.rt 
crC:PTq:::r~ ~ 

E.S.T. E.ar • 

Another very similar code is phase modulation code 
(PM), and other names for the two codes include 
'Manchester', Biphase and FSK, but. as with NRZl and 
NRZ. there is no need to consider both PM and FM in 
detail, as they produce exactly the same waveform sets. 
Several detection techniques were applied to FM, 
including gated crossover, polarity strobing at m.b.t., 
polarity strobing at c.b.t.. and derivative polarity 
strobing at t.q.b.t. (three-quarter bit-time). 

The exceedingly simple detection method of strobing 
polariry at m.b.t. proves to be superior to all others 
considered, yielding the following figures: 

(i) for RTE = 0: 
(ii) for RTE = 8~~ PWso} : 

or RTE:.c IRT 
(iii) 'for RTE = 16~~ PWso: 

4 Modified NRZI 

PF = 1'17; 

PF=I'15: 

PF = 1·09. 

As before, modification can also be applied to NRZ. but 
NRZI only will be considered. 

4.1 Coding Rules 
Type A. Code groups of 2n bits at a time, and code each 

group as in NRZI, except code a group of all O's 
as a change at mid-group time. 

Type B. Code groups of n bits at a time. as in NRZl. but 
code a group of all O's followed by the same as a 
change on the junction of the two groups. 

For example n = 2: 

o , 0 

LA 
Ty~ a: , , 1 0 o 0 , 0 

1¥f11 f=1 IFfi 
4.2 Description 

Like ENRZI. modified NRZI (MNRZl) is an attempt to 
produce a self-clocking version of NRZI. in this case by 
breaking up long runs of zero's with an occasional e.b.L 
(end bit time) pulse. It might appear at first that by 
inserting e.b.t. pulses in isolated areas. in this manner. a 
self-docking code will be produced without affecting the 
normal operation ofNRZl, and so the code wlli work to 
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!.fT. . , 

, Lt t"l.S.T. 
I .'MOW W+ t I _ .. 

I'9aks m.,.t ".,~ 
/all in til. 

lIau:1WG ~ .. u 
UT. 

I 

rICo 8. Red.uaiou of margin by ac1ding e.b.!. transitions to NRZI. 

the same limits as NRZ!. UnfortUnately, this is not the 
case. as can be se:n with reference to Fig. 8. (a) signifies 
NRZI with a m.b.t. window which has non·zero jitter 
(RTE). The window has a width of BP, and the jitter. or 
RTE. is efi'ectivel.y shared between adjacent windows, so 
that the peak-shift aUowable on the m.b.t. pulse = (50~~ 
BP-RTE). In (b), which depicts any code that contains 
both m.b.t. and c.b.t. pulses. the jitter is no longer shared 
by adjac:ot m.b.t. windows. but by adjacent m.b.t. and 
c.b.t. windows (whether or not there is an actual c.b.t. 
window). It is cle3.t that dle aUowable peak-shift on the 
m.b.t. pulse is now (50010 BP- 2 x RTE - max. c.b.t. 
peak-shift). So even if the e.b.t. shift is negiigible. the 
allowable m.b.t. peak-shift is RTE less than for 'straight' 
NRZl. 

From this it can be cxpected that for very small RTE 
values. MNRZI will ciosely resemble NRZI in 
achievable packing density, the exact proximity of the 
two depending on the extent of self.aocking required. As 
the RTE figure increases. however. the MNRZI 
performance will rapidly deaease. showing MNRZI to 
be not a worthwhile code lor high RTE values. This will 
;,e borne out in the ensuing detailed analyses. in which 
the various MNRZI codes are referred to as MNRZI ..... 
where :c is either 'A' or 'B', indicating the type, and 11 is as 
defined in the coding rules. 

4.3 MNRZlst 
4.3.1 Cading rulss 
This code is the weU-known Modified Frequency 
Modulation. described by Padaiino6 (attributed by 
P:1dalino to Pouliart1), but also described by Woo.s It is 
also known as Miller Code. Oelay Modulation (OM). 
and. in a slightly different form. Modified Phase 
~{odulation (MPM). 
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The coding rules are: change at m.b.t. for a 1, and 
change at c.b.t. between two O's. For example: 

t t Q Q a 1 a 1 

I ' I ' , i ' I I , r-T. n j r:--r-l 
LJ I w:::J LDi I' W-
I i I I I I I 

U1 0.1. ,';;-;-;:;;" 

4.3.2 Gatsd crossover detection 
As shown in Section ~.2. a timing limit occurs for 
MNRZl when (worst-case m.b.t, peak-shift + 2 x RTE 
+worst...:ase c.b.t. peak-shUt) = SO~"oEP. 

For ~tiller code the two worst....:ase patterns are shown 
below: 

WOr".< ..... 
, .... ILl. 

p •• I1 •• ",ft 

_.. all 0 1 t Q 1 1 (I _.-

! Iml iG-QJsb1 I 
LlJTc::::J:' I a:::: 
I I Iii 1. I I I I 

--- I tit ~ 0 Q I I - •• 

We"'t-<lIu ! I I I I I r : r T1:U U: rI r--:-l, r; 
P.ik:-~fti/t . 11-0 I' D /' 

! I I ; i i 

The graphs of peak-shift against packing factor for the 
two patterns are shown in Fig.'9, from which the timing 
limit lor any value of RTE can be found: 

.. 

EaT. 

o O~ 

(a) RTE = 0: The interc~pt of the two curves gives 
directly the timing limit for zero RTE as 2·95. A.n 
amplitude limit will occur when the peak 
amplitude of the derivative is equal to the noise 
level. i.e. 0·1. This occurs at 2-14 for the four-l's
type pattern: 

Thus. for zero RTE. DM breaks down at :;'14. due 
to amplitude. 

in. R~dio 4nd !JeCrTQnu: Engm • .u. '101. so. NO.4 



(b) RTE = 8% PW~o: The timing limit for this value 
of RTE is obtained by replotting the two curves to 
include the RTE. as shown. The intercept of the 
two. at 1'47, is the timing limit. As the amplitude 
limit is unchanged at 2'14. then for 8~~ PW~o RTE, 
DM breaks down at 1·47. 

(c) RTE = 16% PW,o : By replotting the curves 
(though this is not shown, for clarity), the timing 
limit is found to be 1-11. As this is below the 
amplitude limit, breakdown· is at 1·12. 

(d) RTf::c IRT: For DM. 

IRT= 2xBP. 

RTE = (6'7+2x 1'2)% PW,o = 9·3~~ PWso' 

The timing limit is found to be 1·4 and as this is 
below the amplitude limit, DM breaks down at 
1'4, for the fourth RTE case. 

4.4 MNRZI"l 
4.4.1 Coding rules 
Code bits in pairs, and code as in NRZl. except code a 
pair of O's as a change at mid-pair-time (m.p.t.). 

This yields an IRT of 3 x BP, as in the following 
pattern: 

1 0 0 0 0 

JJ ll:JTW 
I I,I~ 

4.4.2 Packing density limit 

---ait .. pai,. 

Analysis of the worst case peak-shift and amplitude 
patterns yields the following results: 

RTf = 0: PF = 1·97 

RTE = 8% PW,o: P'F = 1·47 

RTE = 16~~ PW,o: PF = 1·15 

RTE:t:. IRT = 10'6~~ x PW,o: PF = 1-36. 

All the limits are due to timing, as the amplitude limit 
(with the gated crossover detection method) is at 2'14. 

4.5 MNRZl s2 
4.5.1 Coding rules 

Code bits in pairs, and code pairs as in NRZ!, except 
code a pair ofO's followed by the same as a change on the 
boundary of the two pairs. 

The maximum inter-reversal time is 5 x BP. as in the 
pattern: 

o 0 
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4.5.2 Packing density limit 

RTE = 0: 

RTE = 8~~ PW,o: 

RTE = 16% PW,o: 

RTE:t:. IRT = 13'~~ PW,o: 

PF = 1-06 

P'F = 1·57 

P'F = 1·22 

P'F= 1·30. 

All limits are again due to timing, as the amplitude 
breakdown (gated crossover detection) is 2·14. 

4.5.3 Window modification 
In this code, for the first time, a slightly different method 
of arrangjng the m.b.t. and e.b.t. windows is possible. In 
the nonnal method, the windows are exactly the same for 
each bit, regardless of its position in the pair, thus; 

1 ... '---- eit-~"ir-----.: 

e.!.T. M.e.r. e.1I.T. M.II!. e.!.T. 

~~~~:~I _~~t 
Enct C.lt tim. \4fd !:lair tim. 

(e.p.T.) (M.P.T.) 

I 

! 

i 
L-L 

E.?T. 

However, if (i) the worst-case peak-shift from m.b.t. -+ 

e.p.t. is not the same as that from m.b.t. - m.p.t., and 
(ii) e.p.t. - m.b.t. is different to ·m.p.t. - m.b.t., then the 
windows C:J.Il be different for each bit in the pair. e.g.:' 

e.aT. M.B.T. e.1I.1. M.a.T. e.!!.1. 

I I 
I . I 
1 

t 
., ! • .......... 

1 

e.P.T. M.P.T. E.n. 

The structure just drawn is the one that could be 
applied to this code, because: 

(a) There is no m.p.t. pulse. so condition (ii) is met. 
and 

(b) The worst-case m.b.t. - m.p.t. shift is greater than 
that from m.b.t. - e.p.t.. so condition (i) is 
satisfied. 

Unfortunately, however, th:: two shifts mentioned in 
(b) above are very close to each other, as might be 
guessed from the patterns producing them: 

Went-cas. 
M.a.T.- .. tPT. 

snitt 

WQrst -~_s. 
M.S.T. - M. P.T. 

s~,tt 

allaooal1~OOOl10 
I 1 

00011000110001 1 0 

I I ~ III I iJl I i I I ; I: I I i I 
ThUS. the increase in perfonnance possible in this case is 
found to be only 2~~ (up irom l·57 to 1·60) (for the So~ 
PW~o RTE case). and is not considered worthwhile. 
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4.6 Summary 
The performance of all the MNRZI codes possible is 
summarized in Fig. to. The results verify the original 
postulate that MNRZI would not be worthwhile for high 
RTE values. Even for the 3°~ PW,o RTE allowance. the 
best MNRZI code will only work up to 1·65. where (two
l's peak-shift -+- 2 x RTE) == S~~ BP. If no e.b.t. pulses 
have to be allowed for. as in NRZl. the limit is t ·92 
where (two-rs pe:lk-shift -+- 1 x RTE) == SO°:, BP. 

RfT a a.,. Pw,:q, J 
.rt ..... -~_r 
., ~ 

: lifT .clRT ---, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Q' I ! • \,:; ___ .... __ _ 

: a 4: 8 .: i A; a.: ~"f; ; 
I t I a I l I 4 1;.~,.j,..ftl.OO I 

IA. 
NRZI 

F1 .. to. MNRZI periormanc: summary. 

One important'conclusion is that if RTE :c [RT. no 
trade~lT is necessary. as MNRZIsl (Miller) provides 
both the highest achievable frequency and the lowest 
[RT. showing why Miller code is a very popular code in 
practice. 

5 Group C~des 
Codes such as NRZ. NRZI. PM and FM operate on the 
principle of 'one symbol for one bit'. There is no reason. 
however. why codes should not be constructed whereby 
groups of bits are coded with unique patterns. Such 
codes are called group codes. and indt!e1i. :V1NRZI could 
be viewed as one. 

A similar class oi codes is adaptive codes. whereby 
groups are viewed. as before. but tile waveform symbol 
depends not only on the group presently being coded. 
but also on previous and subsequent groups. The 
distinction between the two classes is vague. howe\'er. 
and both will herein be referred to as group codes. 

Franaszek's papers is an attempt to provide a means 
of producn'S optimum group codes. given the 
constraints of minimum and maximum inter-revenal 
times. 
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The symbols used by Franaszek are: 

.V = number of equal subdivisions per bit. 
.. number of possible dux-reversal positions per bit 

(e.g. for FM •. V :0 2). 
d == minimum number of empty dux-reversal positions 

between two flux-reversals. 
k == maximum number of empty flux-reversal positions 

between two flux-reversals: thus 

[RT == [(d+ l)/N] x BP 
and 

IRT == [(k -+- 1 liN] x BP . 
. 14 .. maximum num~r of bits required for codin!! at 

anyone time (e.g. for FM . • '-If :: 1: but for Watson 
code • • 'tf = 2). 

This notation will be used for all the group codes 
presented here. 

5.2 GtOUP Cade (4,9) 
5.2.1 Coding rules 
This code is given by Ft'anaszek as an example of a run
length limited code. Coding commences by the viewing 
of the first two dam bits. If t.;'ese are anything other than 
a pair of O's. the waveforms shown below are applied. 

cSP .1-' 
10 Ai ! 

I 

I 

II ---'-,-1-":-'_--
, 
i 

~1 --1-~--:"'-
1'----,--

!.a.r !'U. UT. 

If. however. the pair is 00. the third bit is viewed also. 
and the three bits together are then coded thus; 

001 - .. ~ ... -, - d---,--..:...-
I , 

000 - J .. -t-, --. 
I , 

&U.T. !O!l.r. =.3.1. !.!I.r. 

The parameter values are thus; 

N = 3. d ==~. k == 9 .. 14 "" 3 
and 

ERT = 3-33 x BP. IRT = 1·67 x BP. 

5.2.2 Packing density limit 

The rea.d resolution for this code is onlv = 16.7°0 BP. 
The worst-case pe:lk-5hiit pattern is: . 

10 Q1 :~ 01 ~Ol :1 
(~~ ~,~,r "".--~ 

j' I 
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(a) RTE == 0: The peak-shift equals 16-7~~ at 
PF == 1·70. There is no problem with the 
amplitude with any detection system at this 
frequency. so breakdown is at 1·70. 

(b) RTE == 8~,~ PW30 : The timing limit here is at 1·30. 
(c) RTE == 16°;~ PW30 : This gives a timing limit of 

1-06. 
(d) RTE:c IRT: Since IRT == 3-33 x BP. RTE 

== l1-o~~ PW30• and this breaks down at 1·20. 

5.3 Rice Code 
5.3.1 Coding rules 
The first six bits are viewed initially. If they are 'Ot0101', 
they are coded as shown in Fig. 11; otherwise the last 
two bits are returned to the input stream for now. If the 
remaining bits commence with '11'. then all four are 
coded, as shown. Otherwise. the last two bits are 
returned to the input stream, and the remaining two bits 
are coded as shown. The process is then repreated, 
starring with the next six bits in the input stream 
(including returned bits). 

The parameters are: 

N == It, d = 1, k = 11, ,'!! == 6 
and 

fRT == 8 x BP. IRT == 1·33 x BP. 

The read resolution is ±33'3% BP. 

010101 

" " 
, '01 

1100 

01 

00 

10 

t 
1.10. 

Fig. 11. Coding rules for Rice code. 

5.3.2 Packing density limit 
The worst-case peak-shift pattern is shown in Fig. 12(a). 
An amplitude limit occurs for a four-l's-type pattern. 
shown in Fig. 12tb), at 2'84, assuming a gated-crossover 
detection system. 

(a) RTE = 0: The timing limit is where worst-case 
peak-shift = 33t~~ BP, at PF = 2·23. This occurs 
before the amplitude limit, and therefore 
breakdown is at 2·23. 

,1.",111980 
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'110 01 01 nOl 01 01 nOl 

(a) 4ri ! l-i-~m Fi 
(b) 

Wof'st. -c:u. 
cSerivativ. 
~"'ttu". 

1110 1101 1110 1101 . . ' .. ' 

rll. 12. Rice code worst-case patterns. 

(b) RTE == 8~~ PW30 : The timing limit for this case, 
and therefore breakdown. occurs at 1·77. 

(c) RTE = 16~~ PWso: This gives a timing limit at 
1-47. 

(d) RTE::c IRT: Since IRT = 8 x BP. RTE = (6·7 
+ 1·3 x 8)% PW,o = 17'1~~ PW30- The timing limit 
for this is at 141. 

5.3.3 Summary 

This code, used by Digital Development Operation. is 
obviously of considerable interest as it provides a 
performance comparable with that of NRZl, whilst 
allowing some degree of self-docking. Because of the 
large difference between the amplitude and timing limits, 
it might appear prudent to use p.a.w. However, because 
of the complexity of the code, it is difficult to decide 
where exactly to apply the p.a.w. An alternative is pulse
slimming, which may wen improve its performance even 
further. 

5.4 Gabor Code 
5.4.1 Coding rules 
This code. proposed by Gabor. Lo is a very complicated 
adaptive code. Bits are viewed in groups of two, and each 
double bit-period is subdivided into three parts, each of 
which is a possible flux reversal position. 

The notation used is as follows: 

Data bits Code bits 

Preceding bit pair Btl' Bzp PLIO P zp 
Present bit pair Bt Bz P L P z 
Following bit pair Btf B:! Ptf P2f 

The code is constructed so as to obey: 

f.RT == 4/3 x BP; [RT = 2/3 x BP. 

The formal encoding rules are: 

PI = P 3p +B t +BzB!f 

P l = PjpB L +B: 

P 3 = PJp+B t +B: 

This is most easily visualized as : 

If the bit pair is '10' or '11' 

p)P 

P 3 

P J! 
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then code as follows: 
fa h ,-f 
I~; 

,': ! 
. I H r-t i 

11 i ~ c: 

else if the bit pair is '01'; 

chen if P lfl/ code as: -
-

'00' is the awkward case, and is coded as: 

ifP),,: 

if P 3, and Bu: 

ifP" and Bu: 

The decoding rules are: 

Bt -cP"Ptfl/+P3,Pt E'l]; B: - [P1Pl]. 

5.4.2 Packing density limit 
The read resolution for this code is again 33-3% BP, and 
analysis of worst-case patterns yields the following 
results: 

(a) RTE = 0: A peak-shift of 33-3~·~ is never reached. 
so breakdown is due to amplitude at 1·45. 

(b) RTE = 8% PW,o: A timing limit now occurs at 
1·75 but breakdown is still due to amplitude at 
1·45. 

(c) RTE,. 16% PW,o: TlIIlmg now causes breakdown 
at 1-15. 

(d) RTE:c 11?T: Since 11?r,. 1·33 x BP. RTE 
- 8·43% PWso• and breakdown is at 1·45 due to 
amplitude. as the timing limit is at 1·7. 

In such a complex code as this. p.a.w. would be difficult 
to apply .. 

5.5 Octal Coded Binary 
5.5.1 Coding rule$ 
In this code, data are coded in groups of three. The 
waveform sets for octal-coded-binary (OCB) code are 
shown in Fig. 13. As in all the other ~odes presented 
here, inverses of waveforms are non-distinct. and are 

(88 

Cata ~.c_ ... 111UL-,.....,.'al pa\t~ 

OQCI 
I 

, 
I 

I I 

001 ::L:l 
I I 

010 
I I 
! 
I 

Oft I 
i I I 
I I I 

100 I p-i 
I I I 

101 ±d L::::::: 
I , 

: ! 
110 :±::J 

I ! ' 
I L± 111 

I I 
I ...., 1 .... 1 
eo.,. cel" - F1'!eP 

:110 13, Waveforms for o<:w...:oded-biaary. 

used to ensure that l1?T .. 4·2 x BP. subject to 
IRT,. 1·2 x BP. 

5.5.2 Packing densitY limit 
(a) RTE .. 0: The worst-case peak-shift curve shows 

that 3~~ DBP (the read-resolution for this code) 
occurs at 2·03. As the amplitude limit is at 2'56, 
breakdown is at 2·03 due to timing. 

(b) RTE = 8~~ PW,o; This breakdown occurs at 1 ·62. 
again due to timing. 

(c) RTE = 16~~ P Wso: Breakdown here is at 1, 30. 
(d) RTE :x: I.r?T: Since l1?T = 4·2 x DBP, RTE 

= t2'16~~ PW,o' With this RTE figure. the new 
(timing) breakdown is at 1·45. 

5.5.3 Pattern adaptive write 
Because the amplitude limit is significantly higher than 
the timing limit. it might be expected that p.a.w. could be 
profitably used. However, because the timing limit is 
quite high anyway, very little reduction in peak-shift can 
be obtained. even with large amounts of p.a.w, The 
increase obtainable is in fact only - 5~~. 

5.6 'GCR' 
5.6.1 Coding rules 
In this code, also known as '4./5 code' and analysed also 
by Tamura ~r ai .• 5 four data bits are represented by a 
five-bit pattern. The constralnts placed upon the :ooe 
are that 

11?T = 2·4 x DBP (:0 3 x FRSP) 
and 

ERT:o 0·8 x DBP ( = 1 x FRBP). 

From the 32 possible combinations of 5 bits. 1S can be 
eliminated because of these constraints. leaving 1 i, irom 
which one can be discarded to produce the t6 unique 
patterns required. This one can then be used as a special 



pattern. for checking or error detection. as it obeys the 
constraints and is therefore detectable. 

5.6.2 PacJcing density limit 
Considering the gated crossover type. amplitude 
breakdown will occur at PF:II 1·74 for a four-l's 
type pattern. The read resolution of this code is 
50010 FRBP - 40"10 DBP. so: 

(a) RTE ... 0: The timing limit occurs at PF ... 2-12. 
As the amplitude limit occurs earlier, however, the 
code breaks down at 1·74. 

(b) RTE ... 8% PW,o: The modified graph shows that 
the new timing limit is at 1·57. and as this is below 
the amplitude limit. breakdown therefore occurs 
at 1·57. 

(e) RTE = 16% PW,o' Breakdown here is at 1·31, 
against due to timing. 

(d) RTf: ex: IRT. Since 

then 

IRT =- 3 x FRBP - 3 x 0.8 x DBP 
... 2·4xDBP. 

RTE - (6·7 + 1'3 x 2'4)% PW,o 

... 9·S2% PW,o' 

rnis timing limit occurs at PF ... 1·50, and this is whe~ 
breakdown occurs. 

5.7 Watson Code 
5.7.1 Coding rules 
Code biu in pairs. and code as in NRZI. except code a 
pair of O's as a change at both m.b.t.s and a change at 
mid-pair-time (m.p.t.). 

Thus the four possible patterns for a pair are: 

01 

TO? : 
~

. , 
tl .~ .... ---

: ,--; r--! 
:0 L-...::r~"., 

I I , 

In this code, proposed by Watson.11 runs of zeros are 
broken up by the use of a unique flux-reversal pattern, 
which the originator hopes will be still easily identifiable 
at high packing densities. 

5.7.2 PacJcing density limit 
Using a slightly modified gated crossover detection 
method. an amplitude limit occurs at 1'30 due to the 
inherent three-l's-type pattern of the '00' bit pair. 

(a) RTf: ... 0: A timing limit occurs at 2'33, where the 
peak-shift = 50010 BP. However, amplitude causes 
an earlier limit at 1·30. 

(b) RTE = 8% PW,o: Although the timing limit is at 
1·92. amplitude again causes breakdown at 1·30. 

AfH;# r980 
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(c) RTf: = 16'}~ PW,o: Timing limit = 1-65, but 
amplitude limit = 1·30. 

(d) RTf: ex: IRT: IRT = 3 x BP, RTf: = 10·6% PW,o, 
giving a timing limit at 1·82. but amplitude fails at 
1·30. 

5.7.3 P.A.W. 
This code provides an opportunity for 'reverse' p.a.w .• 
because of its early amplitude breakdown. If the two 
outer flux-reversals in the '00' pattern are written further 
away from the centre one, the timing margin will be 
reduced. but the amplitude of the centre peak will 
increase. Note that this is not strictly p.a.w., but merely a 
modification of the coding rules. For each separate RTf: 
allowance. the amount of 'p.a. w.' can be optimized to 
ensure that the timing limit and the amplitude limit 
occur simultaneously. With the gated crossover 
detection method. this yields: 

(a) RTf: ... 0: By using -~~ p.a.w., on the outer 
peaks of the '00' pattern only. the frequency limit 
becomes 1·60. where the shift on one of these peaks 
takes it to e.b.t., and, simultaneously. the four-l's 
type pattern breaks down on amplitude. 

(hI RTf: = 8% PW,o: The optimum in this case is 
-70010 p.a.w., causing simult3I1eous timing and 
::unpHtude breakdowns at 1·50. 

(c) RTf: = 16% PW~o: In this case, the limit is at 1·36. 
with -90010 p.a.w. 

(d) RTf: ex: IRT: With -8~~ p.a.w., this breakdown 
is at 1'42. 

5.8 Mm~ Code 
5.8.1 Coding rules 
The bit stream to be encoded is broken into sequences of 
three types: 

(a) Any number of consecutive ones. 
(b) Two zeros separated by either no ones. or an odd 

number of ones. 
(c) One zero followed by an even number of ones 

(terminated by a zero not counted as part of the 
sequence). 

Sequences type (a) and (b) are coded as in normal Miller 
code. Sequences type (c) have the transition 
corresponding to the final '1' inhibited. e.g.: 

This cede. invented by J. W. Miller.ll is a 
modification of the original Miller code (sometimes 
attributed to A. Millerl3 ), in such a way as to remove its 
d.c. content. The d.c. content of a code manifests itself as 
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a basdine shift of either the r:ad-back waveform_ or its 
derivative. This can cause errors in a detection system 
which is particularly sensitive to amplitude variations. 
but can be overcome to a large extent by d.c. restoration 
circuitry. The alternative is to use a code such as :vtiller.: 
with zero d.c. conten~ but the disadvantage that results 
is a greater IRT (3 x DBP), yielding higher peak-shift and 
requiring more sophisticated clocking circuitry. 

Note: that this code is also known as Ml, or MlFM. 
but is not the same as MMFM. which is very similar to 
MNRZIsz• 

5.8.2 Packing density limit , 
The worst ~ m.b.t. and e.b.t. peak-shift occurs for the 
following patterns: 

worst-cas. 
".a.f. 

~ •• il-illift 

'NOMt-cas. 
=.a.r. 

~ ••• -,ftift 

These patterns are almost identical to the worst-case 
patterns for MNRZl.~l' for which IRT is also 3 x DBP. 
Performance limits are thus (from .the corresponding 
MNRZl'l figures): 

RTE =0: 
RTE == 8~~ PW,o: 
RTE = 16~~ PW,o: 
RTE ~ IRT: 

pj: == 1.97} 
Pr == 1'47 
p]:" == 1,5 all due to timing. 

pj: == 1·36 

5.9 Zero Modulation Code 
5.9.1 Cading rules 
The bit stream to be encoded is broken into sequences of 
three typeS: 

la) Any number of consecutive ones. 
Ib} Two zeros separated by either no ones. or an odd 

numoer of ones. 
(c) Two zeros separated by an even number of ones. 

Sequences type (a) and (b) are coded as in normal 
Miller code. [n sequences type (c l. ZM encodes the zeros 
in the M iller manner. bu t the ones are ~ncoded as tho u gh 
they were zeros but with alternate transitions deleted: 

[90 

This code. invented by Patel. I '" is another attempt at 
improving Miller code by removing its d.c. content. It 
has the same disadvantages as Miller,l though IP.T is 
only 2x DBP. 

5.9.2 PacJcing density limit 
The worst<a.se peak-shift patterns are as follows: 

'N""1t-U" 
>4.8.1. 

~Ulc-i/ltlt 

worst-cas. 
i.U. 

=eak-il''hft 

tIt 0 0 , I 0 Q t I ! 

I • I L 

i I : ~ i I t I! I ! ... --...--'--' _ .. 
~ ¢ ~ 

Pattern fa) is the same as the worst-<:3.se m.b.t. shift for 
Miller code. whilst pattern (b) has greater pe3k-sr..ift 
than the corresponding pattern for Miller. Analysis of 
these patterns yields the following packing density limits: 

RTE ... 0: p]:" "'" 1.94} 
RTE == 8~~ PW,o: PF "'" l·o.l.() all due to timing. 
RTE ... 16~~ PW,o: P]:"= HI 
RTE ~ IRT: PR"", 1·32 

This analysis is based on ideal zero modulation code. 
which is very diffiC'.lit to implement since complete 
sequences have co be modified. requiring infinite look
forward and look-back memories (unlike Miller.; where 
changes are introduced only at the end of sequences). 
Patel recognized this difficulty. and suggested that the 
memory could be reduced by blocking the data into 
groups of bits followed by a parity. Naturally. this dilutes 
the data to an extent dependent on the length of a block. 
but performance can never be better than the ngures 
given above for the innnite memory. 

5.10 3PM Code 
5.10.1 Coding rules 
The data stream is SpUt into groups of three bits. which 
are then encoded into a six-bit word for recording. Tne 
code is adaptive, in that the bit pattern ior the word cur
rendy being encoded depends on the previous and the 
following word. The code has b~n designed to produce 
IRT - t·5 x DBP and IP.T = 6 x DBP. Tne coding is 



represented by: 

Oalll 

000 

ool 
010 

011 

100 

101 

110 

111 

e,g. 

Previous 
P, 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

I) 

1 

o 
1 
o 
1 

o 
1 

Recorde4 transitions 
FoUowing --------

PI 

I) 
1 

x 
x 

o 
L 
x 

x 

o 

x 

o I) 
I) 0 

o 0 
o 1 
I) 

o 
o 0 
1 0 
o 0 
1 0 
o 0 

I) I) 1 
I) I) I) 

011) 
I) I) I) 

I) I) 1 
o I) I) 

I) 0 

I) 0 0 
000 
I) 0 
I) 0 

10000 
00000 

o 
1 

o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

1 I) 0 0 0 
00000 

( x - Don't carel 

110 001 110 101 000 111 

asp 

This code. presented by Jacoby,lS is essentially a 
standard type of adaptive block code, but is unusual in 
achieving an [RT of 1·$xDBP. This lessens the worst· 
case peak shift, but because fAT = 6 x DBP, the code is 
difficult to clock acc:urately, 

5.1 0.2 PacJcing density limit 
The worst...case peak-shift pattern is: 

011 101 001 101 000 111 - ,....--.... .............. _--
H-W : '" 4., I', h-f1 

This is plotted in Fig. 14, from which the following 
packing factor limits can be obtained (since the detection 
window is ±2.5%' DBP): 

RTf = 0: P"F = 2-13 
RTf = 8~~ PWso: Pt' == 1·67 

RTf = 16% PWso: p}' = 1,29 

RTf x JAT: P"F = 1·36 

All these limits are due to timing. as amplitude is no 
problem for any detection system. 
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F'".., 14. Worst<ase peak shift for 3PM code. 

6 Summary of Code Performances 
The performance of the best of the codes is summarized 
in Figs. 15 and 16. Figure 15 shows the maximum 
packing factor achievable by each code for the three fixed 
values of RTf. For RTf == O. NRZI is surprisingly 
beaten for first place by the relatively unknown Rice 
code, because orits very good [RTof 1·33 x DBP. and yet 
surprisingly large window of 33t~~ x DBP, There is little 
to choose between the top five codes, in fact. in this RTf 
category. 

For RTE = 8~~ PW,o, NRZI is slightly better than its 
nearest rivals-Rice code. ENRZI", 3PM and OCB. 
Again. for RTf = 16% PW,o, NRZI achieves maximum 
performance, with Rice code and ENRZI" fairly close 
behind. ' 

Perhaps the most useful indication of the performance 
of the codes is for RTf x rRT. shown in Fig. 16. The 
striking result is that. apart from PM (which is only used 
when packing density is unimportant), all the other 
codes can achieve packing densities which are within 
±6% of each other! Additionally. the three most recent 
codes. i.e. Miller.z 3PM and ZM. are of below average 
ability, showing that it may be more prudent to spend 
money on d.c. restoration circuitry rather than 
complicated encode and decode electronics. 

In support of the theoretical worK presented here, and 
in particular the general implications of Fig. 16, consider 
the results presented by several other authors: 

Tamura et ai. 5 compared GCR. FM and Miller. and 
found packing density limits of GCR : FM : 
Miller = 1,08 : () 73 : 1,0. 

Huber16 found ytFM : Miller'! : 3 PM = 1·0 : 1·05 : 
HO. 

Kingl1 found RNRZ : ENRZ : MFM : PM .., 1·07 : 
0·92 : 1 : 0·6. 

Stein18 found RNRZ : Millerl : ENRZ = 1,04 : 1,00 : 
0·88, 

Davidson e! ai. 19 found MFM : '4. 6: 0' code : 
'6.8; 0' code.,.. 1·0 : 1·04 : 10{)9. 
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_ !'Ire - 16.,. PW,o 

~~,...,.,_---,2'23 

o 1-' 

The clear implication is that. whilst no one agrees 
which is the best code, there is very little diff'emll% 
between all of the popular codes. Indeed. it has been 
shown in this study and in the excellent study by Kingl ~ 
that the choic: of detection system c:ln have far more 
effect on the ultimate performanc: of a memory than can 
the choic: of the code. 

F"II. 16. ?<m'ormance limi!$ (or RiE. x I~i. 
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1",.. 1.5. ~bgnetic recording codes penimnanc:: summary. 

NRZI remains outstanding for any fixed value of· 
. RTE -and because of this, a new code to emerge recently, 
Randomized. NRZ !RNRZ), has been gaining in 
aa::ptance. It attemptS to tum NRZ into a self.docking 
code by scrambling the data before ~ording. The idea is 
that long runs of data without transitions are broken up, 
and the chances of having a long IRT after scrambling 
are small. It is difficult to see, however, how a typically 
random data pattern is, in fact, improved by scrambling, 
i.c. randomizing. If the idea is that data often consist of 
all O's. or all l's (in NRZ), it is very simple to break these 
up, with much less circuitry than RNRZ requires. by 
alternating the NRZ definitions. i.e. Alternating NRZ 
(ANRZ): In even bit periods, code a change from a '0' to 
a '1' or a '1' to a '0' as a transition at m.b.t.; in odd bit 
periods, code no change in the data as a transition at 
m.b.t.: 

01:0100011010'11 
~ ...;' " ('..., ~ .. /' 

Hn~JJ :- lJ'l1< .) W'; ~ .. :.1 .. L.;.... 
j ... :t ........:, I '1 .,..1 ~:. ,-I /' 

___ 0 ~ 3 to !~ ~4 

It can be generoted simply by exdusive-oRing the NRZ 
data with its own clock: 

asp 
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Obviously this code breaks down fcr an input pattern of 
00110011 ... , but there exists a similar pattern which 
causes RNRZ to break down. 

Although some systems designers are limited in their 
choice of code by existing standards, e.g. the ECMA and 
ANSI standards for cassette drives, or the IBM 
'standard' for the single density floppy drive, in cases 
where there is no standard, or where there is one .to be 
set, it behoves the designer to choose a reasonably 
efficient code. This should not involve much effort, as 
there are far more important design studies to undertake, 
such as choice of block. structure and detection method, 
both of which can have more effect on the ultimate 
formatted capacity of the drive than can haggling over 
the last few percent achievable by different codes. 

Low-cost devices, such as cassette transports and mini 
diskette drives, often cannot afford the lUXury of servo
controlled media speed, or sophisticated encode, decode 
and detection electronics. For these applications, a code 
which is very self-docking, such as PM, should be used. 
Gabor code could be used for its low fRT, but the code 
conversion is quite compiex. 

To use NRZI in a system really needs a separate 
dedicated clock track. This is uneconomical in most 
cases; but for multi-track tape, in either computer data 
or p.e.m. applications, and certainly for fixed head disks, 
the overhead involved becomes minimal. The biggest 
problem is then skew, but l.s.i. chips are now available to 
overcome this. 

-For security-<onscious applications, the inherent 
scrambling of Randomized NRZI is an attraction, 
though the scrambling technique could be applied to any 
code, at the expense of an extra stage of processing. 

In the majority of applications, it is difficult to really 
justify the choice of any particular code. but the original 
'compromise' code, Miller code, has much to offer. It is 
efficient, simple to encode and decode, does not require 
odd-integral clocks as do some codes, and does not need 
a sophisticated phase-locked loop. 

7 Conclusions 
It has be:n shown how worst-case peak-shift and 
amplitude patterns can be used to determine the margins 
in a system. A detailed comparison of many recording 
codes shows that there is very little to choose between all 
of the popular ones, as regards the maximum packing 
density achievable by each. 
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Pattern-adaptive write (pre-compensation) is seen to 
be beneficial for some codes (e.g. Watson code), but of 
little use for most (e.g. NRZI). Similarly, window 
modification. or pattern-adaptive read, has little to offer. 
A comparison of detection techniques has shown how 
they can significantly influence the capabilities of a 
memory. 

The conclusion is that system designers should choose 
any code which appears suitable for their particular 
system, and the system should then be designed around 
the code. 
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